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**QUESTION: 63**
Which of the following CLI commands would you run on a Windows Host (which has the RHSP plugin installed) to take an application consistent snapshot of Granite appliance attached LUN?

A. snap  
B. diskshadow  
C. snapshot  
D. vss  
E. volume

**Answer:** B

**QUESTION: 64**
Configuring MPIO allows a storage array to:

A. Process block storage faster.  
B. Have multiple protocol access.  
C. Have redundant paths  
D. Fix the IO block length to a certain size.  
E. Use 9K MTU's.

**Answer:** C

**QUESTION: 65**
LUNs formatted by file systems that are not recognized by the Granite Core appliance.(Select 2)

A. Are unsupported  
B. Should be pinned  
C. Cannot be prefetched  
D. Use 100% of blockstore

**Answer:** B, C

**QUESTION: 66**
Granite appliance has deep snapshot integration with which vendors? (Select 3)
A. Hitachi Data Systems (HDS)
B. EMC
C. NetApp
D. Dell EqualLogic
E. 3PAR

Answer: B, C, D

**QUESTION: 67**
Which Granite appliance components support high availability?

A. Granite Core
B. Granite Edge
C. Neither Granite Core or Granite Edge
D. Both Granite Core and Granite Edge

Answer: D

**QUESTION: 68**
Granite high availability is typically combined with what other high availability services or protocols?(Select 2)

A. MPIO
B. Redundant WAN links
C. EtherChannel
D. HSRP
E. PBR

Answer: A, B

**QUESTION: 69**
Which of the following is an iSCSI-compliant SAN technology with snapshot integration that has been qualified with Granite appliance?

A. EMC VMAX 5876
B. Dell FAS270
C. NetApp FAS270
D. Hitachi PS4000
E. IBM XIV 3000
**Answer:** C

**QUESTION:** 70
A crash-consistent snapshot leaves the LUN in the same state as: (Select 2)

A. Warm boot  
B. Cold reboot  
C. Hard reset  
D. Logout

**Answer:** B, C

**QUESTION:** 71
Which are some best practices for Granite appliance implementations? (Select 4)

A. Deploy Granite Core appliance on GigE network when possible.  
B. Configure jumbo frames in your network infrastructure.  
C. Segregate storage traffic from management traffic.  
D. Recommend mutual CHAP authentication when possible.  
E. Must use separate IP addresses for primary, aux. and eth0_x ports.

**Answer:** A, B, C, D

**QUESTION:** 72
What feature should be used to increase the performance of a Windows server booting on a Granite appliance LUN that is not pinned and prepopulated? (Select 3)

B. Steelhead Granite Application Acceleration.  
C. Riverbed Turbo Boot.  
D. High Speed TCP Options for Granite.  
E. Local LUN on Granite Edge.

**Answer:** C, D, E

**QUESTION:** 73
Which operating system below supports Riverbed Turbo Boot?
A. Windows XP.
D. Windows Server 2008 r2.
E. Windows Server 2003 r2.

**Answer:** D

**QUESTION:** 74

Refer to the exhibit. Which interface should be used for the Granite Edge connection?

A. Aux Port
B. Eth0_1
C. Eth0_2
D. Primary Port
E. Eth0_3

**Answer:** D
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